
This white paper is designed to provide concepts, services, and details used in an indivisible network.
It includes information on the vision, structure, and business strategy of the indivisible network as well 
as blockchain technology innovation.
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1. Intro

Overview
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After COVID-19, World Markets have entered the era of non-contract online.

The fourth industry such as artificial intelligence, metaverse, and blockchain is 

leading the non-contract platform. In the fast-growing online marketplace, many 

companies are looking for business models. New technologies such as blockchain

are being actively introduced.

NFT platform is specializing in fun content for MZ generation who are comfortably 

accepting new IT technologies and funsuming. Comedians upload their NFTs on 

<GAG NFT> and It is a service that can protect copyright with the original proof of 

the creation.

Unlike traditional platforms that maintain a backward market structure compared 

to the expanding market size, GAG NFT protect creators' rights to ownership and 

copyright. In addition, GAG NFT pursue fair revenue distribution and It has the 

advantage of directions using human infrastructure with fun elements.

GAG NFT is a self-developed NFT stored and operated on KLAYTN's CYPRESS 

network. Based on KLAYTN's KIP-37 technology developed and operated by Kakao

subsidiary Ground X, It operates as a decentralized public blockchain, making it 

easier for malicious nodes to make data inside the blockchain Create a reliable 

environment that cannot be compromised. A hybrid that operates in two nodes 

As a structure, it's a token that's very secure even at a high speed.

In the third quarter of 2022, It was listed on a large exchange to secure liquidity and 

buyback based on sales. By continuously carrying out price defense, we create and 

grow a huge ecosystem of forsythia coins.



Enables companies today to capture value using blockchain technology.

Benefits of Public Blockchain with efficient hybrid design

(decentralized data and control, decentralized governance) and 

Combine the advantages of a private blockchain (low latency, high scalability).

2. Company

BUSINESS Point

Dapp
Development Baas 

(Service Blockchain)

Constructing 
an enterprise 

Blockchain System

Online and mobile 
business environments 

and systems

Introducing
new technologies and 

operating systems

Blockchain
Consulting and 

Solutions Delivery

Establishment of NFT 
and digital environment 

for new businesses

BL.in is global public blockchain provides a user-friendly blockchain experience 

An enterprise service-driven platform for hundreds of millions of people.

BL.in provides solutions that integrate, link, and manage and operate multiple channels 

We want to provide a system environment.
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NFTNM platform is created by horizontal group affiliates, autonomous organizational culture, 

creative thinking and brilliant ideas, and experts with innovative and numerous experiences 

and know-how. It is designed to create an ecosystem platform that connects various worlds 

It moves constantly today under one value.

2. Company

NFTNM provides a Comprehensive Platform Service that builds a stable system and 

operates comprehensively by applying it to Video Contents, MICE and Travel services 

using NFT(Non-Fungible Token) based on Blockchain system.
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TECHNOLOGY

NFT platform development needs

Retained original technology

PATENT

First Development and Operation 

of NFT Real Estate

Patents related to NFT are held

MANAGEMENT SKILLS

Reliable platform operational 

capabilities



3. Ecosystem

Market Analysis
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Actor Jung-Woo Ha’s First NFT 
<The story of Marti Palace Hotel>
His first NFT sold for 55million won.

Entertainments X NFT ?

As the era of non-contract online, The future business like the virtual world and Metaverse is growing 
remarkably. Among them, NFT is that cannot be forged or tampered with due to the availability of 
relevant information such as ownership and sales history. It will be a breakthrough to solve the 
copyright problem that has caused confusion in the culture and art world.

Upbit NFT x MadMonster
Digital Asset Exchange Upbit holds 
NFT Event to commemorate 
single re-release of Mad Monster

MBC Archive
MBC Archive collects historical moments 
that have been broadcasted and makes NFT 
videos to auction on its platform.

Property X NFT ?

Following the art and the entertainment world, NFT is receiving great attention 
from Real-estate. Many virtual Real Estate related NFT platforms are currently being made.

Klayland
Metaverse Virtual Real Estate NFT Sells 
Seoul by cell.

NFT Worlds
The platform is been ranked on OpenSea,
the largest NFT exchange.



3. Ecosystem

Market Analysis
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Online Art Market of MZ generation

After the COVID-19, the online art market has been activated then before.

As the MZ generation, which is active in new IT technologies, experienced digital galleries 

and SNS live auctions, interest in digital art increased, leading to purchases. The growing demand 

for the online art market has led to interest in NFT as an interesting playground.

The MZ generation, which has a psychology and self-satisfaction to be enthusiastic about limited 

quantities, has developed a desire to be recognized and possess the original through NFT. 

NFT has become a suitable playground for the MZ generation, who spend on fun and value and 

accept new IT technologies.

The Gag NFT Platform for MZ Generation

The Gag NFT platform, which can capture the MZ generation with this tendency, 

quickly understands and matches the needs of the comedy program.

It is a platform made by comedians starring in “Gae Seung Ja," which has a previous 

gag fandom, and introduces trendy NFT with sufficient collection value.

A piece of Real Estate that anyone can go to

NAWALL, a blockchain-based real estate trading platform that allows small investments, 

is easy for anyone to access due to its low minimum investment, 

and is suitable for the MZ generation's investment tendency to find fun 

in new investments or consumption.

Establishment of Coin Ecosystem Flow

We will diversify our profit models around Gena coin, which is 

used in the ecosystem of GAG NFT and NAWALL, to prepare 

for the secondary business and build various infrastructure 

to form the ecosystem of Gena coin.



What is GAG NFT?

GAG NFT is a new NFT Gag Contents created by Comedians.

This is a NFT marketplace, which cannot be forged or altered based on blockchain.

Comedians have authority about creative rights and copyrights 

and provide opportunities for ingenious comedy activities.

You can collect NFT quick and easy for anyone to own and consume gag content.

Feel free to come by and get your smile.

3. Ecosystem

1) GAG NFT

Comedian's Talent

Blockchain
Smart Contract Platform

NFT
Token

Video, Music, Image 
Content type(GIF,PNG,JPG)

Auction
Platform

Registration
Request for 
verification 

of work rights

Verification 
of work rights

Digital 
Content 
Trading 

Platform

Transaction

Rights 
Buyer

Verification of 
work transactions

Inquiry and purchase 
of work rights

information Activation 
Service

Etc.

Trading
Platform

Digital
Contents Trade

Platform Basic Design
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Platform Introduction

Rights 
Seller
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-Awareness
-Meme
-Ticket
-Goods

-Content

Comedian 
Contents

NFT 
Platform

Continuous
activities 

by providing 
new funding 

Priorities

Comedian IP-based assets 
issued to NFT

Purchasing and acquiring 
through funding activities

Funding 
transaction 

Encash

Ecosystem 
Cycle

Underlying 
assets

NFT
Marketplace

Ecosystem

Move
NFT WALLET

Expansion to 
non-funding users

Point 1. Deliverable Value

- The desire to keep the value of comedians

- Using a convenient platform to buy products and expect profits from marketplace

Point 2. Resources

- Access through the site's content diversity and proprietary content

- Using online marketing technology to generate revenue for affiliates and advertising 

agencies with a certain amount of brokerage commissions

Point 3. Processes

- Users who face confusion in choosing information due to easily and afford the right 

information they need Provides a fast-screening experience

- Resolve copyright infringement issues through illegal channels and manage content

Key Process

3. Ecosystem

1) GAG NFT
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Bidder 1

Seller

Uploader

User 1 User 2

Buyer

NFT Bid 
Completed

Re-sell

NFT
Ownership

Buy in 
Gena

Successful 
Bidder

Auction
Bidding

GAGNFT
Platform

Transaction 
Fee

Bidder 2 Bidder 3

Platform Auction Structure

 Supporting economic and social activities 

with ethical foundations

 Provides a platform that makes it easy for 

you to grow your digital collection

 Strengthening Freedom, Peace and Social 

Solidarity

GAGNFT’s Ecosystem Way

3. Ecosystem

1) GAG NFT



 The minimum investment hurdle allows 

small investments

 Monthly dividends

 Profit from the sale of rental buildings

 Expect people to be curious

 Plan to Enable Transactions between 

individuals

Leaseholder Tenant

Ownership and Legal 
effect of Contract

Joint Ownership
/Leaseholder

a lease contract
(Monthly/Deposit)

Blockchain-based NFT Real Estate Platform,

Nawall is a stable financial transaction platform that commercialized real estate 

lease contracts between individuals. Based on blockchain technology, 

real estate ownership is liquidated and shares are distributed to investors. 

Private real estate is publicized like a stock, and shares of listed real estate 

are sold and traded. By owning real estate NFT digital securities, 

you can allocate rental income like a stock for a certain period of time.
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Easy and fast System Structure

Monthly Rental divided Structure

Trading shared-stock in building 

Investment Income of the sale building

SELL FUNDING RENTAL SALE

3. Ecosystem

2) NAWALL NFT

Platform Introduction

Nawall’s Key Point

The dividend of a building's profits
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⑤ Contract Processing 
and Accounting

③ Investment
and Sale

NFT Platform
NAWALL

Investor Investment Assets
(Real Estate)⑨ NFT Digital

securities Trading

Officetel
Landlord

① Digital Securities 
Selection

② NFT Real Estate digital 
securities public offering

⑧ Dividends 
of earnings

Licensed Real Estate Agent
Legal Profession

⑥ Legal Processing

⑦ Rental Income

④ Deposit of sales Price

Exchange

Blockchain Node

핵심 프로세스

3. Ecosystem

2) NAWALL NFT

Blockchain Node

Blockchain Node

+ Crowdfunding Revenue
Second follow-up investment using held tokens to boost profits

02.Profit from sale

Token Market Increase

Token Trading

01.Dividend Income

A Building Lease Rental

Income
(Monthly Rent)

03.Profit from sale

A Rise in Building Prices

Sale of a Building
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Progress Status

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Real Estate NFT Progress
Now 85% NOW

NFT Real Estate Patent

【Patent】 A crowdfunding and distributed trading system 

that issues electronic ownership of real estate and issues 

profitable equity tokens reflecting blockchain-based NFTs.

Patent Application (2022.01)

Patent Application for NFT Real Estate Investment 

Funding Blockchain-based

- Blockchain-based Real Estate Joint Investment

- Operating Structure of Revenue Distribution 

Service System

- P2P Real Estate Transaction System with 

Equity Type Token Issuance

Target Investment - 20~30aged, MZ generation (50% or more of total target)

 MZ Generation is adept and familiar with digital platforms

 Funsumer looking for fun in new investments or consumption

 Investors who want to start investing with a small amount of money

 An investor who is part of a building but wants to own a stake in it

 Investors looking for quick returns with monthly dividends

NFT Real Estate Patent

Business Target

3. Ecosystem

2) NAWALL NFT



4. Technical Description

Access Area(Platform Expansion & Integration)
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Based on 
Blockchain
Integrate 
Network

Own Platform

Partner Portal

Internal User
Portal(B2E)

Customer Portal
(B2C)

Customer
(B2B)

Blockchain

Security Area(Data)

Common API Area

Integrate DApps

Legacy System

Bigdata Area
(Analysis, Privision, 

Application)

Service

SaaS

Platform Expectation

Solution

Customizing

AI Analysis and 
Utilization

Strong and reliable security based on blockchain
Ability to link and manage servers 

utilizing big data and AI

Channel's Professional Form Transformation
Optimal development environment

with API linkage and Integrated application

Impress and satisfy customers 
with flawless quality

Ready for anything 
and Optimized Environment

Delivering a unified, unified operational 
development environment

Gain flexibility in Service Expansion

Common Service

Marketing Service

Common Data (Big Date)

Individual Data

Individual Unit Service



4. Technical Description

Platform System Utilizing NFT
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NFT Platform Using Main-net (NFT Platform based on KIP-37)

Make new innovations on the existing social system 

by utilizing blockchain-based Gena Coin and NFT

NFT

 Proof of Existence
 Proof of Authorship
 Proof of Originality
 Prevention of Tampering
 Anti Spoofing
 Preventing Denial of Tact
 Content Tracking
 Control reference permissions

GENA 

GAG NFT
Platform

Klaytn Chain
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4. Technical Description

Klaytn Chain is

GAG NFT is a self-developed NFT based on KLAYTN's KIP-37 technology 

developed and operated by Kakao subsidiary Ground X. 

GAG NFT is stored and operated on KLAYTN's CYPRESS network. 

GAG NFT operates a decentralized public block chain of all NFT Tokens in the 

platform and stores data inside the block chain most securely in a reliable 

environment where a small number of malicious nodes cannot easily 

compromise it.

 Fast Transaction Transaction Processing at 4000TPS/sec

 Short completion in just a second before a deal is done

 Hybrid structure with a small number of consensus nodes 

and an unspecified number of ranger nodes

 Operate the service chain together with the main chain

 Transparency that allows anyone to view transaction history anytime, anywhere

Klaytn Chain‘s Key Point



4. Technical Description

Characteristics of the Klaytn chain
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Key Functions of the Klaytn Chain

The service chain extends Klaytn by providing a data integrity mechanism 

and supporting token transfer between different chains.

Data Anchoring

For data integrity, block hashes in the service chain can be automatically saved 

using special transactions in the main chain. Use this data anchoring

to convince users that the data posted to the service chain has not changed.

Value Transfer

Support for cross-chain transmission, such as tokens created through KLAY or dApp, 

so that service providers (SPs) can easily transfer service users from one chain to another. 

Users can easily transfer tokens to other chains by sending transactions 

to a special contract called bridge contract.

NFT is a decentralized public blockchain of all NFT tokens within NFT Tokens.

Operates to ensure that a small number of rogue nodes are most secure in reliable 

environments where data inside the blockchain cannot be easily compromised. 

A hybrid structure that is divided into a small number of consensus nodes and an 

unspecified number of Ranger nodes, allowing you to write 4000 transactions per 

second faster than Bitcoin, which takes an hour to complete a single transaction.
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Klaytn 메인체인과서비스체인

It shows the network topology of service chains that are connected to the Klaytn main 

chain and extend the Klaytn network, which is used to meet various business needs. Klaytn

is a balanced and efficient blockchain combining audit and personal agreement.

Main/Sub-Bridge Model

서비스체인의 기능인 Main/Sub-bridge 모델을이용하여 클레이튼메인체인의 EN(Endpoint Node)과

직접적으로 연결되어있는 SCN(Service Chain Consensus Node)의예를보여줍니다.

4. Technical Description

Klaytn Main chain & service chain



5. Token

Token Overview
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Symbol

Token Name

Type Klaytn KIP-7

NFT Platform Using Main-net, NFT Platform based on KIP-37

Max Supply 1,000,000,000 Gena

Token Contract 0xd8e9102250139672ba6dce7b4cc000123c09f5c5

Compiler Type Solidity

Compiler Version 0.5.6+commit.b259423e 

Country Korea

Company NFTNM Corp.

Adress 502, 89, Dongjak-daero, Dongjak-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Contact nftnm@nftnm.co.kr



5. Token

Distribution Status
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Reserved
30%

Development
20%

Token Sales
20%

Team
15%

Marketing
10%

Advisor
5%

Gena Allocation

Reserved

Development

Token Sales

Team

Marketing

Advisor

The total number of dog tokens issued is 10,000,000,000 

and it will be issued on a Klaytn basis.

The details for each item on the allocation are as follows:

User Plan

1) Reserved 30% : Amount to be distributed to partner stakeholders

2) Development       20% : R&D expenses

3) Token Sales        20% : Total Coin Sales Quantity

4) Team 15% : Business expenses of labor costs and facility management expenses

5) Marketing             20% : Other costs such as joining a platform, participating in events, 

to activate the platform



5. Token

Token Sales Progress
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1) 기간 : IEO 전까지

- Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

Private Sale Acquaintance Sale 4 Won 5 Won

Pre-Sale -
Specialist companies, 

organizational individuals

IEO
Seed Target Amount, Ready to be listed simultaneously 

on Large Exchanges (IEO period sequentially)

VC
Proceed through an Accelerating Company

기관투자

2) Sale Partner

 Private Sale : Acquaintance sale, Sales Channel (temporary period: seed and series A)

 Pre-Sale : Use specialist companies where applicable

3) Token allocation and lockup

① You can also swap with Main Net-based coins after listing tokens

② Unlocked according to a specific period of time (locked up takes 8 months)

③ Release Rate

The lock-up release ratio shall be 5-20%, but lock-up release is carried out 

sequentially according to the period.

5% 5% 10% 10% 15% 15% 20% 20%



NFT Purchase Gena Cash
Gena token Conversion (swap system)
Language support: English, Japanese

2023 22

6. Roadmap

20
22

 
GAGN NFT Service Launch
NAWALL NFT Developing Start

NAWALL NFT Service Launch
Secondhand Car NFT Developing Start

2Q

4Q

3Q

1Q

2Q

1Q

Klaytn Partnership Concluded

Dapp V1 (Android, ios)
On-chain Governance Start

Secondhand Car NFT Service Launching

Updated Gena compensation system
GAGN NFT Convention Enacted
Gena Token Kakao Klip Listing

Wise Saying NFT Developing Start

KLAYswap Full Development
Prepare ICO

Wise Saying NFT Service Launch

TOKEN ROADMAP

KLAYswap Full go Public on the Market

BUSINESS ROADMAP



7. Exemption Clause

Exemption Clause 1
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Please read the notice below carefully before participating in the coin transaction.

• This white paper and the home page is a note for your investment.

• It is revealed that it is not intended to provide advice related to purchasing Gena coin.

• All transactions and decisions, including the purchase and sale of Gena Coin, must be 

made at your own responsibility.

• It should be fully aware that the project can be modified, changed, added, or deleted in 

the white paper without notice or notice by management judgment, and the actual 

project can be changed depending on the progress of the project.

A legal Notice

1. This white paper has been distributed for reference purposes only in relation to the 

Gena project and may be added, reviewed, or modified at any time.

2. This white paper is not the final version because it reflects the latest information 

based on the cover version, and may be updated irregularly after that version 

depending on NFTNM's business operation and financial status.

3. Purchases for Gena coins are made only through separate legally binding agreements 

and are not construed as token issuers for Gena coins, or token sales or purchase 

offers from distributors and vendors. Therefore, this document should not be the 

basis or dependent on this document when making a token purchase agreement and 

investment decision.

4. This white paper is not provided as a business plan, business manual, proposal, etc. 

and should not be interpreted as an investment proposal or recruitment, such as 

securities, business trusts, or collective investment plans.

5. The tokens described in this paper do not guarantee that you have or claim any of the 

above rights in the platform business: equity, stocks, debentures, securities, 

beneficiary rights, bonds, management participation. As a result, the owner shall not 

have the right to demand or participate in decisions such as distribution, dividends, 

disposition, etc. of future revenues.
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1. 0

2. 0

3. 0

4. 0

5. 0

6. The information contained in this White Paper has not been reviewed, inspected, 

supervised, approved, approved, or approved by any competent regulatory authority, 

and will not be reviewed.

7. This white paper does not guarantee or imply that the platform will receive more than 

a certain level of quality or quantity of goods, services, services, etc.

8. If you wish to purchase Gena coins, you should not classify them into currency other 

than cryptocurrency or interpret them as bonds and stocks issued by institutions, 

corporations, or organizations, or rights, options, or products derived from them. It 

should not be understood as a difference contract or other right under a contract for 

the purpose of guaranteeing investment returns or avoiding losses, and should not be 

classified and treated as a unit or derivative of securities such as a collective 

investment plan or business trust.

White Paper Distribution Restrictions

If you have been viewed or possessed by the distribution of this white paper, you must 

not share it with others, such as distribution, reproduction, or other means, and do not 

allow or give cause to share this white paper.

Exclusion of Legal Responsibility

1. Services provided by NFTNM and its affiliates are delivered as the existing plan.

2. NFTNM and its affiliates do not describe any express or implied guarantee of 

accessibility, quality, suitability, etc. of token services, nor do they bear any 

responsibility for errors, delays, omissions, or buyer or investor decisions and actions.

3. NFTNM and its affiliates shall not be liable under any jurisdiction for any kind of 

revenue, income or loss arising from the purchase of Gena coins.

A Forward-looking Statement

1. This white paper contains forward-looking statements. NFTNM is not obligated to 

update future predictive statements regarding the risks and uncertainties of dogs 

and projects, changes or other factors that may affect future events through the 

website and other materials, and is not responsible for anything.

7. Exemption Clause

Exemption Clause 2
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1. 0

2. Forward-looking statements contain a variety of risks and uncertainties and should 

not be relied upon entirely because they do not guarantee future performance.

3. While this paper is based on the premise that each solution and platform will be 

completed and operational in the future, the dog or project is either complete or not 

fully operational. This should not be construed as a guarantee or commitment to the 

completion and full operation of each solution and platform.

Potential Risk

Before deciding to purchase and participate in Gena Coin, it is recommended that you 

read the following carefully to fully analyze and understand the risks involved. Risks 

include, but are not limited to:

1. Risk of buyer negligence related to storage, such as restriction of access to Gena Coin 

due to loss of identification information and loss of essential private key related to 

digital wallet where Gena Coin is stored.

2. Existing or new regulations on blockchain technology that are unfavorable to Gena

Coin may be applied due to changes in the political, social, economic, stock, or 

cryptocurrency market environment and changes in the regulatory environment of 

NFTNM and its affiliates. In this environment, risks associated with NFTNM's ability to 

survive or compete can lead to significant changes in the Gena Coin Ecosystem and 

projects, such as the abolition or loss of Gena Coin.

3. Changes in future capital needs of NFTNM and its affiliates and changes in capital and 

capital procurement potential to meet them, and lack of funding can affect the 

development of the Gena Coin project and its use and potential value.

4. Adverse fluctuations in the value of Gena Coin and failure of business relationships 

can lead to suspension of Gena Coin activities, decommissioning or launch plans, 

which can negatively affect the Gena Coin ecosystem and tokens.

5. Gena Coin's ecosystem and projects can be negatively affected by force majeure, 

natural disasters, other factors beyond the control of NFTNM and related parties: 

natural disasters, power outages, mining attacks, hacking, etc.

6. No other entity shall be allowed to make decisions regarding Gena Coin's projects and 

ecosystems. All decisions, including Gena Coin's services, Gena Coin additional 

generation and sale, sale or liquidation, are at NFTNM's discretion.

In addition to the risks listed above, there may be other risks that NFTNM may not 

anticipate in relation to the purchase and sale of Gena Coin.

7. Exemption Clause

Exemption Clause 3



No additional information and updates

NFTNM and its affiliates and related businesses and operations are not authorized to 

disclose or provide information except as contained in this white paper.

No consultation

No information in this white paper is considered business, legal, financial, or tax advice 

to NFTNM and its affiliates.

It is recommended that NFTNM and its affiliates and related businesses and operations 

be consulted by other experts such as law, finance, and tax.

Purpose of this Paper

The purpose of this paper is to provide platform-related information to potential 

contributors and others.

This paper has no binding force in any form and imposes no legal obligation on anyone.

This white paper is also intended to outline future development directions and is not 

included in the form of the contract, and no data, code, or function defines our 

obligations, and may vary depending on various factors.

Copying or distributing this white paper without permission is prohibited.
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7. Exemption Clause

Exemption Clause 4
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